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ABSTRACT 

Authentication forms the gateway to any secure system. 

Together with integrity, confidentiality and authorization it 

helps in preventing any sort of intrusions into the system. Up 

until a few years back password based authentication was the 

most common form of authentication to any secure network. 

But with the advent of more sophisticated technologies this 

form of authentication although still widely used has become 

insecure. Furthermore, with the rise of ‘Internet of Things’ 

where the number of devices would grow manifold it would 

be infeasible for user to remember innumerable passwords. 

Therefore, it’s important to address this concern by devising 

ways in which multiple forms of authentication would be 

required to gain access to any smart devices and at the same 

time its usability would be high. In this paper, a methodology 

is discussed as to what kind of authentication mechanisms 

could be deployed in internet of things (IOT).   
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1. INTRODUCTION 
As internet continues to evolve with time, it is mandatory for 

security protocols and procedures to update as well so that 

users and organizations continue to enjoy its benefits without 

being concerned about any sort of threats. But as number of 

nodes increases from millions to probably billions the threat 

of malware, spam and viruses has only increased. Therefore, 

it's mandatory to build robust systems which can handle 

intrusion detections as described in [1 and 36] and as a result 

neutralize any threat arising out of botnets, malware [2] or 

spam [3]. Furthermore, research has been conducted in the 

area of data hiding techniques as described in [34 and 35] to 

reduce the encryption overhead encountered by the system as 

well as in the domain of preventing eavesdropping with the 

help of spread spectrum modulation as mentioned in [37]. 

Authentication [6] is one such aspect of internet security 

which if overlooked allows unauthorized users to access 

systems and steal data. But with attackers gaining access to 

sophisticated technologies, the need for multi-factor 

authentication has come up and how it can be deployed in 

various systems is described in [4, 5]. 

Authentication to a system has always resulted in overhead 

for the systems and delay for the end users. Therefore, a lot of 

effort over the last decade has been undertaken to address this 

issue [7, 8, 9 and 10]. Internet of things (IOT) [11, 12 and 13] 

has introduced another dilemma for the developers wherein 

due to the daily use of smart devices the delay incurred due to 

authentication must be minimized. In other words the 

usability of a system must increase if the user intends to use it 

on a daily basis. The usability [22] of a system is measured 

using five factors: speed, efficiency, memorability, 

learnability and user preference. Speed is concerned with how 

quickly authentication can be accomplished and efficiency is 

all about how many times system can be at fault to 

authenticate wrong entity. On the other hand, learnability 

implies how easy it is to configure the system in order to 

authenticate oneself and memorability indicates that once 

learned, how easy it is to authenticate in the system in future. 

Finally, the user preference takes into account the user’s 

choice of authenticating the system provided it’s safe. While 

authenticating it’s important to consider a trade-off between 

the above mentioned factors.  

2. MULTI-FACTOR 

AUTHENTICATION IN INTERNET OF 

THINGS 
Multi-factor authentication [14 and 15] has gained lot of 

traction in the last few years. Apart from password 

authentication there are six other types which are used in most 

practical applications: retina scans [26], security tokens [31], 

fingerprint recognition [16 and 17], voice recognition [32], 

facial recognition [18] and gesture based authentication [19 

and 20]. This paper will describe how a combination of these 

authentication mechanisms can be deployed to secure access 

to smart ‘things’ and at the same time ease out the process of 

gaining access for the end user. We’ll look at four 

applications where these mechanisms if deployed will 

enhance the security framework: smart offices, smart homes, 

smart airports and smart cars. 

2.1 Smart Homes 
A smart home [21 and 23] refers to a home which has an 

automated system for monitoring temperature, windows, 

doors, alarms, alerts, etc. Due to this the house owner can 

remotely control various systems at home via his/her mobile 

device. Safety is of paramount importance to people staying at 

home. There exist several security and authentication 

mechanisms like passwords, hardware tokens and biometric 

authentication methods. Studies indicate that password based 

authentication lags on the memorability factor as far as 

usability of the system is concerned. Hence it would be 

advisable to have biometric [24 and 25] authentication where 

members of house would be given access by configuring the 

system. But in order to enhance system's security it's 

important to have multiple hierarchy of authentication. Hence 

a PIN based authentication coupled with fingerprint 

recognition would enhance security of smart homes so that 

even if PIN is lost or stolen, a 2nd layer of authentication in 
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the form of fingerprint would not give access to unauthorized 

users. 

2.2 Smart offices 
Security at work premises have always been of paramount 

importance to the organizations. Mostly the only secure aspect 

regarding access to offices has been an identification (ID) 

card. But it's important to have multiple hierarchy of 

authentication since the data in these organizations is mostly 

confidential. A three factor authentication would be sufficient 

to secure the premises. First step is to issue RFID [29 and 30] 

to employees which will give them access to the office 

campus. Next fingerprint recognition to enter the office 

building would ensure that nobody else apart from authorized 

employees would get entry. In order to access certain areas in 

office buildings like labs or rooms, facial recognition software 

can be deployed which will grant access to only authorized 

people. Finally, in order to access the virtual private network 

(VPNs) remotely a security token along with password can be 

used. 

2.3 Smart cars 
Automobiles have become an important part of everyone's 

life. Numbers of auto mobiles have increased exponentially in 

the last few years and this has also brought an increase in the 

number of theft cases. Since keys or card can be duplicated or 

lost it is important to authenticate the driver based on his/her 

identity. Smart cars can have two definitions: either it'll be an 

autonomous car capable of driving itself or it'll be a vehicle 

based on artificial intelligence which will result in automation 

of vehicle but would still need the driver. In the context of this 

paper, we'll look at the latter case where person controlling 

the car will be authenticated. Since car will be driven by 

multiple people a gesture based authentication would provide 

the added security. 

2.4 Smart airports 
Security at airport right from check-in to boarding a flight is a 

tedious task due to the fact that it is done manually. Some 

aspect of airport security can be automated via any of the 

above mentioned authentication procedure. The ideal way to 

authenticate a person would be to have a location based 

authentication wherein the person will be detected at the 

entrance (via fingerprint or facial recognition) and then will 

be given access to that area based on the tickets and his 

identity. Then once the passenger goes for security check-in, 

fingerprint recognition software would enable the airport 

authorities to verify his/her identity. 

3. COMPARISON BETWEEN 

DIFFERENT PROTOCOLS 
Table 1 provides a holistic view about various authentication 

mechanisms and their usability in terms of four factors: 

Speed, efficiency, learnability, memorability. We would 

categorize each of the authentications talked above in terms of 

these four factors and arrive at the conclusion as to which one 

is the most efficient. As it can be seen from user's point of 

view for facial recognition, speed and efficiency are 

categorized as 'medium' while learnability and memorability 

is categorized as 'easy'. This is because user doesn't have to 

remember any of the text in order to authenticate himself 

while secure system generally takes time for facial recognition 

and sometimes falters as well in case of any change to facial 

features. On the other hand in case of Password or PIN based 

authentication, system would quickly recognize them 

(provided the search within the database is quick) but user 

will have to first learn to create and then remember passwords 

or PIN for a certain time period. Given that numbers of 

restrictions are imposed on users these days about not keeping 

common words as their passwords in order to prevent 

dictionary or brute force attacks [27, 28 and 33], memorability 

factor further aggravates due to inability of many users to 

remember them over a time period. Hence, 'speed' and 

'efficiency' are termed 'fast' and 'good' respectively but 

'learnability' and 'memorability' are 'medium'. 

Now let us consider the case for fingerprint recognition. This 

form of authentication is found to be leading in all the 

usability factors since user doesn't have to remember anything 

while system can easily recognize user quickly and 

efficiently. In 'gesture' based authentication, speed and 

efficiency of a system to authenticate user would be on higher 

end but user will have to learn to first configure the system 

and then remember gesture over a period of time. As a result, 

the last two factors of usability are termed as 'medium'. 

Finally, location based authentication would be a combination 

of multiple forms of authentication discussed previously 

(mainly fingerprint and facial) since in one of its application 

(smart airport) user first needs to be identified to be given 

access to enter and then further checking of that user needs to 

be done in order to verify his/her identity. Hence this form of 

authentication may not expedite the process of user 

authorization but it certainly is the most secure form of 

authentication in high security zones. 

Table 1: Authentication Mechanisms Comparisons 

 Speed Efficiency Learnability Memorability 

Facial recognition Medium Medium Easy Easy 

Password or PIN Fast Good Medium Medium 

Fingerprint Fast Good Easy Easy 

Location based Medium Medium Easy Easy 

Voice based Medium Medium Easy Easy 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
The heading of a section should be in Times New Roman 12- 
As internet of things continues to gain traction in the field of 

computing, it has given rise to number of security 

vulnerabilities. Authentication is one such aspect of the many 

security issues which was highlighted in this paper and an 

attempt was made to enable the reader to understand various 

authentication mechanisms which can be deployed in smart 

entities (or things) to enhance security. Furthermore, a 

comparison was made between various authentication 
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(biometric and text based) procedures in the form of table 

(Table 1) to provide a holistic view to the reader about their 

usage in IOT. 
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